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Learning Objectives
•
•
•
•

Propose visualization products based on phase and project needs
Evaluate workflows and methods for creating desired products efficiently
Choose software applicable to workflow and product desired
Select hardware to meet individual software and efficiency requirements

Description
How can Building Information Modeling (BIM) workflows reduce the disconnect between document
production and design intent visualization? This discussion will focus on taking a Revit BIM model into
visualization and the production effort required. We’ll cover a variety of visual communication platforms,
from still images to panoramic images to interactive, dynamic virtual reality (VR). This roundtable will
cover methods of accurate BIM visualization as well as isolated visual efforts with respect to production
time and quality.

Speaker(s)
Rich Conyers - Associate Architect, Bates
As a BIM & Visualization Leader at Bates, Rich has developed unique workflows that encourage
consistent, accurate visual communication throughout the design process while improving construction
document quality and efficiency. He has educated collegiate students, professionals, and colleagues in
methods of visual communication and workflows tying interior design, visualization, and BIM modeling.
Rich utilizes technology to ensure an informed design process and more useful deliverable for the owner,
contractor, and operator. He created workflows that integrate visualization and construction
documentation, improving accuracy and efficiency. Over a decade of experience in hospitality and
medical industries also allows Rich a unique contribution when designing and developing projects with
stringent code requirements and end users in mind.

Megan Eli – Associate Architect, Bates
As a BIM & Enhanced Integration Leader at Bates, Megan has aided in the development and utilization of
the firm’s fast-paced and ever-changing technological efforts. She has worked extensively with Bates’
partners to enhance collaboration efforts throughout all phases of design and construction, even bringing
on new consultants in trades not typically involved until Construction Administration. This additional upfront effort has proven to increase efficiency at all levels of the project thereafter. Although her role at
Bates often includes the development of technical drawings, her true passion is design. Megan studied
design, both architectural and graphic, at a collegiate level and is one of few team members that is
proficient in the use of visualization software, while also utilizing her technical expertise in the creation of
documents and specifications for construction. With nearly a decade of experience, Megan has come to
appreciate what technology can do for true innovation within the AEC industry and beyond.
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MAKES

How visualization breaks the cycle:
Design visualization has long been considered a separate entity from the design process. What if it could be easily
intertwined into the typical design process with little additional effort? Well, it can be. If you are willing to put in the work at
the front end of the project (where the opportunity for influence is at its highest and the cost of design changes is at its
lowest; refer to Figure 1), the result will be well worth it.

Figure 1: Cost and Ability to Change vs. Project Time

Traditional Design Approach
The traditional design approach starts with an idea and/or sketch. From there, the idea is developed further in Schematic
Design, typically in sketch or 2D CAD format. The design advances, based on client feedback, allowing for a conventional
level of understanding of the final product. Once client buy-in is obtained, the project moves into Construction Documents,
where the client has little to no additional understanding of the end result. This often leads to on-site realizations during
construction, change orders, and ultimately an inferior product. Refer to Figure 2.

Figure 2: Traditional Design Approach
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Integrated Project Delivery (IPD) with a focus on Visualization
The IPD approach begins in much the same way as the traditional approach, with a sketch or idea. Moving into Schematic
Design and Design Development, however, it is suggested that you create SD and DD visualizations from your 3D model,
rather than another series of 2D sketches or CAD drawings. Doing this allows the client to approve/reject the design with
a greater level of understanding than ever before. If the client understands fully what the result will be early in the process,
there will be fewer on-site realizations, fewer change orders, and ultimately a more superior product. This makes for a
happier client and, hopefully, additional work in the future. Refer to Figure 3.

Figure 3: Integrated Project Delivery Approach w/ a focus on Visualization
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How do we refine the process?
The typical process is segregated, often involving separate models for visualizations and for the creation of construction
documents (refer to Figure 4). This disjointed effort adds unnecessary time and cost to the project.

Figure 4: Typical Process

Utilizing a single model for all visualization efforts, as well as the creation of construction documentation is the best way to
refine the process and increase overall project efficiency (refer to Figure 5). Workflows and specific methods for
maintaining a single model that efficiently accomplishes both tasks will be discussed during the live presentation.

Figure 5: Refined Process
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Visualization Terminology: All visualizations are NOT equal
Method of Comparison:

Still Rendering: A singular directed image with limited sense of depth and scale. Focuses on specific elements and

STILL RENDERING

views and requires the least amount of effort and experience. Refer to Figure 6.

Figure 6: Method of Comparison - Still Rendering
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Walkthrough Animation: A sequence of spaces shown with specific views and path(es). Can focus on specific
elements and views, so the model does not have to be fully developed to complete. Requires more hardware/software
and effort than still renderings. Refer to Figure 7.

Figure 7: Method of Comparison – Walkthrough Animation

Editorial Animation: Describes a story through clips focusing on depth, scale, lighting, and spatial function. Can

ANIMATION

focus on specific elements and views, so the model does not have to be fully developed to complete. Requires more
hardware/software and effort than stills and walkthrough animations. Refer to Figure 8.

Figure 8: Method of Comparison – Editorial Animation
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Dynamic Animation: Describes a story through clips focusing on depth, scale, lighting, and spatial function. Also

ANIMATION

allows explanation of design options and phasing. Can focus on specific elements and views, so the model does not have
to be fully developed to complete, although separate models for moving components are usually required. Requires more
hardware/software and effort than all other types of animation. Refer to Figure 9.

Figure 9: Method of Comparison – Dynamic Animation

Static VR: Consists of one or more predetermined points with 360 degree view exploration and improved sense of
scale. Areas being explored must be fully developed to complete. Requires a VR headset to view. Refer to Figure 10.

VIRTUAL REALITY

GIVE IT A TRY!

Figure 10: Method of Comparison – Static VR
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Kinetic VR: Spatial exploration through free-roaming VR allowing investigation of scale, lighting, and fixture placement.
All areas must be fully developed to complete. Requires a VR headset to view. Refer to Figure 1.

Figure 11: Method of Comparison – Kinetic VR

Dynamic VR: Spatial exploration through free-roaming VR allowing investigation of scale, lighting, and fixture

VIRTUAL REALITY

placement. Also allows explanation of design options and phasing. All areas must be fully developed to complete.
Requires a VR headset to view. Most complicated and time-consuming form of visualization. Refer to Figure 12.

Figure 12: Method of Comparison – Dynamic VR
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